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\

Scatterlng theery has its ori~in in the quantum mechanical

problem cf the scatter~ng cf elementary particles. During

the last fifteen years the mathematical theorv of scattering

has become a new and rapidly grawing branch cf functional

analysis, in partlcular cf spectral theory (cf. Dunfard and

Schwartz, Val. 111, pp. 2453 ff). A first meeting on. scatterlng

theory was held at' Oberwolfach in June 1971 under the dlrection .
bf K. Jörgens, P. Werner and C. Wilcox. The present seeond

meeting was arranged by the same mathematieians. Unfortunately,

the untlmely death cf Prof. J6~~ens op April 28, 1974 preven~ed

his partlcipatlon in the second meeting.

Top1es d1scussed at the meetln~ included two- and three-p~rtiele

quantum mechanical scatterin~,the approximation methods of

Themas-Fermi and Hartree-Foek, applications to the linear

Boltzmann operator and to wave prepa~ation problems of classical
physics.
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Summaries

N.W.Bazley:

Upper and Lower Bounds for C~itical Energies of the

Hartree Operator.

R. Seydel and the author consider Reeken's pointwise positive

eigenfunction u(r) for the radial Hartree equation of the

helium atom. The potential energy of this problem is given by

~(u)

and the minimal critical energy E min
is determinal by E = lIull=1«>(u).

In order to prove existence of the minimum, as weIl as upper and .

lower bounds to it, they introduce the scalar product

and 2 2·. 2 2 2 2substitute [u ,u ]~2[u ,z ]-{z ,z ]

for the last term in ~, where zer) is a trial vector. The choice

z = U yields min «> (u) = ~(u). Further results in this direction"
flulF1

have been obtained by T. Weyer and H. Melzer of Cologne University,as

weIl as in works of Stuart, Wolkowisky, Lieb and Simon.

M.S.P. Eastham:

The Essential Self-Adjo1ntness of Differential Operators with

Oscillating Coefficients.

The following inequality is given for the Sturm-Liouville operator

T = - d 2 /dx2 + q(x) (0 ~ x< (0) and associated bilinear form [f,g]:
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where ~(~o) has compact support A and fand q are in the domain of

the maximal operator associated 'with T in L2 (0,00)'. It iso pointed

out that 'many known limit-point.cr1teria for T can be obtained

from (*) by suitable manipulation or by choice of ~. One example

1s the following result of I~rnag11ov (1962):

Let there be a sequence of non-overlapping intervals (~,brn) in

which q(x) > - k(b -a )-2. Then T 1s limit-point if ~(b -a )2 = ~.
- .m m m rn

Outside these intervals, q(x) can be arbitrary.

It i5 shown that a s1milar situation obtains in RN for the Schrödi_r

operator T = -'~+ q(x). Reference is made to the paper of Kato ~

(Israel J. Math. 1972) ,but it 1s pointed out that part of Kato's

~qument can be replaced by workinq which i5 analogous to that

leading to (*). Thus conditions for essential self-adjointness are

g~ven in which q(x) i6 restricted only in a sequence of annuli

centred on the origin. (This is joint work of W.D.Evans, J.B.McLeod

and M.~.P.Eastham).

Finally the Sturm-Liouville operator is considered when q(x) has the
, 0 ß . Ja .

~pecial form x.p(x ), where pet) has period a in t ..Let M = 0 P(t)dt.~

We have (i) limit-point case if 0~2 (ii); if.CI>2, M>o, 0<2ß-2,

then limit-point (ii1); if 0>2, M<o, a<2ß-2, then lirnit

circle (iv);if a >2~ M=o, 0<2ß-2, then limit-point or limit-circle

'according as ~~8 or a>8 (v);if 0>2, a> 28-2 and pet) takes positive

values, then limit-point; (vi)· if 0>2, 0>28-2 and pet) < 0, then

limit-circle. (This is joint work of F.V.Atkinson, J.B.McLeod,

and M.S.P.Eascham.)

William Faris:

Connect1vity and Spectral Theory.

The main theorem on Schrödinger operators was reformulated (by

Professor Barry Simon) in the following form: Let V .be a positive

function which is in L1 locally on the cornplement of a closed set K

of measure zero. This assures that the form sum - 6 + V is self

adjoint. Assume that the complernent of K is connected. Then the

ground state eigenfunction of - ~ + V is strictly positive (and

hence the lowest eigenvalue i8 of multiplicity one).
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The method of proof is to show that the resolvent satisfies the

hypotheses of the Perron-Frobenius theorem. This is done by a

perturbation argument.

J. Ginibre:

Hilbert Space Approach to the Quantum Mechanical Three Body

Problem.

One studies the spectral properties of the hamiltonian Hand the

problem of asymptotic completeness for the quantum mechanical three

body problem in n-dimensional space (n ~ 3) with pair potentials

that decrease at infinity like Ixl-(2+t). The basic tool consists

of the Faddeev equations. In contrast with Faddeev, however, one

works in configuration space and uses only Hilbert space methods,

arnong which Kato's theory of srnooth operators and Agrnon's estimates

in weighted Hilbert spaces.Most of Faddeev's results arethereby

recovered. In particular, the negative spectrum of H, besides the

expect'ed absolutely continuous part, consists of isolated eigen

values ,of finite multiplicities which can accumulate at most at

zero and at the two body thresholds from below. The positive 5in-

. gular spectrum is contained in a closed set of measure zero, and

the wave operators are asymptotically complete.

J. Hejtmanek:

Scattering Theory of the Linear Boltzmann Operator.

The linear Boltzmann equation in an integro-differential equation:

an
at=~

-T

+ !k(X,v',v)n(x,v' ',t)du' _. (x,v)·n

R3

-A

n(x,v,o) f(x,v) •
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The collision free linear Boltzmann operator in defined in L'(R6 )

and L2 (R6 ) resp .• Under very general sufficient conditiomthe

linea~ collision operator -A is in the Banach algebra B(L
1

) and

B(L2
) resp ..

The groups e-Tt and e-(T+A)t exist. The Cook theorem is generalized

to the case of a Banach space. Using a Pseudo Huyghens principle

and the theorem of Cook, it can be proved that"the M~ller operators

exist.

T. Ikebe:

Spectral Representation for Schrödinger .Operators with

Long-range Potentials.

Consider the Schrödinger Operator ,~= -ß+V(x) in R 3 with a

real-valued potential V(x) which is assumed to satisfy the following

conditions: (1) V(x) is smooth, (2) V(x) = 0(r- 1
/

2
-
o) (0::>0) ,

-3/2-6 -2-0
(3) grad V(x) = OCr ), (~) ~s V(x) = OCr ) (6

5
denot"es

the Laplace-Beltrami operator on t&esphere Sr = {xfl~l=r}).

Let H be the (unique) self-adjoint real1zation of ~ in the Hilbert

space ~= L
2

(R3), P the'orthogOnal~projection on~o the absolutely

continuous subspace ~ac with respect to H, and Hac the absolutely

continuous partof H. (It is known that the spectrum of Hac is

contained in the positive half~axis [o,~).) Then the foliowing

theorem holds:

Theorem: There exists a unitary operator W fram "'ac onto

L2 «0,00); L2 (52» (52 = 5, = {xlix 1= i}) such that for any e
ft ~ac and any bounded Borel function c.p on (o,co)

( f tt> (Hac) f) (A) = q> ( A) (sr f) (A) f ar a. e • At (0, co) •
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S.T.Kuroda:

Scattering for Schrödinger Equations with Time-dependent

Potentials.

This talk is a preliminary report ef recent werks of Mr.H.Morita

and myself. We consider the Schrödinger equation

(*) i(a/at)u(x,t) = - ~u(x,t) + q«l+t)-ax)u(x,t), XER
n , t>O.

The main interest in this equation is that the potential term

~ is affected by dilation of the space which depends fractionally

On t and that the asymptotic equation corresponding to (*) depends

on how large a is compared with the rate of decay of q at infinity.

If a>O is small, one expects that equatlon to be

~(a/at)u(x,t) -6u(x,t), while if a>O is large, it will.be

i(a/at)u(x,t) = {- ~ + q(O)}u(x,t) .

Our main purpose is to"discuss about the existence and the

completeness of corresponding wave operators. An eqation slightly

more general than (*) will be considered and the case that a<O

is included. Modified wave operators of Dollard type will also

be discussed.

Richard Lavine:

Time Estimates in Scattering Theory.

Previous methbds of estimating the resolvent (H-Z)-1 of a Schröd~nger

operator H = - ~+V(x), for Z near the real axis, are not constructivei

their dependence on the potential V is not explicit. Estimates on

the expected length of time a particle can be trapped (by a barrier.,

for example) follow from resolvent estimates. Thus one knows that

this time is always finite, but not how large it may be for a given

potential V. We present a new proof of resolvent estimates which

does give this explicit information. This proof unites steps which

have been separate in previous arguments: 1) reduction to nonexi

stence of positive eigenvalues, 2) the corresponding eigenfunctions

vanish outside a cornpact set, 3) unique continuation.

7
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William C. Lyford:

Scattering for the Wave Equation in Domains with Cylinders.

The domain ocRN coincides, outside of a bounded set, with a finite

number of pemi-infinite uniform cylinders. H is the selfadjoint

extension of the Laplacian with a homogeneous Dirichlet of Neumann B.C.

in O. The known results for uniform cylinders and the two-space

scattering theory of Birrnan imply that HAC is unitarily equivalent

to the direct sum of operators of the same type as H acting in each·

of the cylinders of Q. The point spectrum of H is shown to be 4It
nowhere .dense in R. The limiting absorption principle, which implies

that He = HAC , 1s used to construct two sets of complete orthogonal

generalized eigenfunctions for HAC . The invariance principle then

implies similar results for the wave equation in n.

Bruno Montagnini :

An Introduction to the Spectral Theory of the Linearized

Boltzmann Operator.

The speetral theory Of the linearized Boltzmann equation (here

we refer, in particular, to the neutron transport equation) was

initiated by Lehner and Wing nearly twenty years aga. Their dis

covery'af the existence~of a two-dimensional continuous spectrum

exerted a profound influence on the subsequent work, and their

techniques have been now gen~ralized so far that we know that the

spectrum has a continuous compone~t for all known seattering ke~ne~

and for any shape of the body in which the diffusion process occurJIP

(with vacuum boundary conditions and assuming that the neutron speed

has no positive lower bound, if the body is finite). In contrast

with this, another important pape+ by Jörgens shows that, if the

neutron speed is bounded away from zero, then the spectrum is purely'

diserete. This dichotomie character of the transport operator is

shortly discussed.

A problem whieh immediately arises, in particular in Jörgens case,

is if the discrete eigenvalues are real or complex. While the exi-
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stence of real eigenvalues is readily shown, the existenee of the

complex eigenvalues is a difficult task. A new result, concerning

a proof of the 'existence of the eomplex eigenvalues for the mono

energetic transport operator in spherieal symmetry is presented.

David B. Pearson:

An Example in Potential Scatterinq iIIustratinq the Breakdown

of Asymptotie Completeness.

An examp~e was construeted of a Ioeal spher~cally symmetrie short

range potential, such that the wave operators for scattering of a
\

single partiele by the potential are not asymptotieally complete.

Incompleteness is due to the existence of states whieh at t = - ~ 
are free particle states and far from the scattering centre, but

which have non-zero probability of absorption into the centre at

t = +~.

The absolutely continuous spectrum of the total Harniltonian is

doubly degenerate on a finite interval of the real line, and the

total Hamiltonian is semi-bounded. The potential also provides an

exampie of a differential operator -d2/dx2+V{x) in a finite interval

[a,b), having non-empty absolutely continuous speetrum.

J.V. Ralston:

~ Eigentunetion Expansions and Scattering tor Operators with simple

Null Bicharacteristies (in odd dimensional Spaee).

This werk deals with conservative symmetrie hyperbolic systems,

~~ = Lu, where L is equal te the homogeneous, constant eoefficient

operator Lo for Ixl>R. Under the hyperthesis that L has simple null

bicharacteristics and that. they propagate to infinity,. Ioeal decay

of solutions and eompleteness of the wave operators relating solutions

of tE-= Lu and solutions of iE = Lou can be established. Results of

this type for elliptie L are due to Lax and Phillips. The proof here
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is based, in part, on a new estimate of the regularity of the

L2-Solutions of the equition Lu + (iA+E)U = 9 for smooth 9 with

support in lxi ~ R. This estimate can fail to hold for operators

with diagonal top order part where the hypothesis of simplicity on

the null bicharacteristics is removed. This presents an obsta~le

to the extension of these results to more general equations.

Wilhelm Schappacher:

The Scattering Operator of the Linear Boltzmann Operator.

Let T be the' collision free linear Bolt~mann operator .in the

Banach lattice L1 (R6 ) and let A be a perturbation cf T which

describes a.pure scattering process.

The main properties of the M~ller-operators are.described and

the existence of the scattering operator is proved.

B. Simon:

Approximation ·Methods for Schrödinger Operators (Thamas-Fermi,

Hartree-Fock, etc.)

I will discuss same ~oint work with E. Lieb. After sumrnarizing

the formal physical ideas behind the .Thomas-Fermi, Hartree-Fock

and Hartree equations, I prove the existence of solutions of these

non-linear equations. Th~ key idea in this proof is the use of a ~

variational formulation and a suitable weak topology in which the

functional can be shown to be lower semi-continuous. I will then

relate these approximations to the Schrödinger equation by proving

the approximations are exact in the limit o~ an infinite number

of variables. If time allows, various properties of the solutions

will 'be presented.
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Lawrence E. Themas:

Asymptotic Completeness in Two- and Three-particle Quantum

Mechanical Scattering.

Asymptotic completeness is proved in three-particle non-relativistic

quantum mechanical potential scattering for a large class ef two

body potentials V .. (x .. ). The class of potentials is characterized
1) -1J -2-&

essentially by the V.. (x .. ) 's vanishing faster than Ix .. 1 ,
1) -1) . -2+ -1]

I~ijl~ ~ and being less singular than I~ijl & locally, for some

t>O. Inelastic processes are permissible.

K. Veselic- J. Weidmann :

Same Existence Results for Wave Operators.

The existence of wave operators is proved for the case where the

unperturbed operator is the operator of multiplication by a smooth

function in momentum space and the perturbation i5 an arbitrary

operator satisfying a fall-off condition near infinity or a weighted

Lp-es~imate in the configuration space. Finally a theorem on conti

nuous dependence of wave operators on both perturbed and unperturbed

operators is given, provided a uniform control of Cook's estimate

is available. As an application the existence of the non-relativistic

limit for the wave operator for the Dirac equation is. proved.

Calvin H. Wilcox:

Asymptotic Wave Functions.

Let QcRn be an open connected set whose complement is bounded. Let

A = - ~, the negative Laplacian, acting on the domain D(A) = L2 (O)

n{u: Vu and ~u are in L2 <O> and u satisfies the Dirichlet or Neumann

boundary condition} where Vu = (D,u, •.. ,Dnu). Then A is selfadjoint

and A ~ O. Let A1/ 2 ~ 0 be the positivesquare root of."A. The wave

functions

v(t,·)
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are considered. They are so1utions in L2 (Q} of the"d'Alembert wave

equation

2D
t

v + Av = o.

It is shown that there is a unique asymptotic wave function

F ( 1x 1-t, xlix 1)
voo(t,x} = n-1

Ixl-2-
such that

1im 11 v (t, .) - V
CO

(t , .) 11L (Q) O.
t~ 2

The wave profile is given by

F(r,n)
(211) 1/2

n-1

J
oo

e ir91i_(9n) (-if}).Tdj
o

n-1re:lR,ne:S

Multi-channe1 Scattering in Quantum Mechanics.

where ~_(p) is the generalized Fourier transform'of h defined by

L (R
n )-1im f w_(x,p) h(x)dx

2 M-tG) Qn {x: 1x I~M}

Clasine van Winter:

e
The quantum mechanies of n particles interacting through analytic

two-body interactions can be formulated as a problem of functional

analysis on a Hilbert space G consisting of analytic functions.

On G, there 1s an Harniltonian H with resolvent R(A). These quantities

are associated with families of operators ~(~) and R(A,~) on L2
, the

case ~=O corresponding to standard quantum mechanics. The spectrum

of H(~) consists of possible isolated point~, plus.a number of half

lines starting at the thresholds of scattering channels and making
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an angle 2~ with the real axis. If the two-body interactions are in the

Schmidt class on the two-particle space G, and ~#O, the resolvent

R(A,c.p) can be integrated" around the various half-lines to yield

bounded idempotent operators P (c.p) (a=1,2, •.. ) on L2 . The range. a
of Pa(c.p) i5 an invariant subspace of H(~) •. The operators Pa(c.p) H(~)

generate semigroups, the properties of which are currently under

investigation.

K. Zizi:

The Exterior Problem for the Sehrödinger Operator with Coulomb-

like Potentials. \

a
I deal with the Schrödinger Operator H = - A TXT + p(x) when a

i5 areal number (arbitary), and p is areal function which i5

a short range potential and satisfies the assumptions of P.Alsholm's

and G.Schmidt's paper.

The operator is acting in the Hilbert space L2 (O) i with domain
. 2 au ~

D (H) = {ue:H (0):.' fi - au=O on'1' u=O on!il, w~~re n is the comple-

ment of some compact .set with boundary /=l1u'i,a is a Lipschitz

real function defined on ~.H is a self-adjoint operator on D(H).

First we obtain a slight generalisation of Kato's uniqueness. theorem.

Thisgeneralisations insures that every outgoing solution of

(H-k2)u(x) = 0 with k>o, 1s =. o.

We qbtain, with the classical assumption on p as in P. Alsholm's and

G. Sehmidt's paper, that there exist two fam11ies of generalized

eigenfunctions c.p+(X,~)~H21 (O)nLm(O), of H, which give a spectral
- oe

representation of H, i.e., if we define

1im f
N~co

<p +(x,~) f(x)dx, fEL
2

(0) ,

xEfl
Ixl<N

we have 'J H y. = I . I 2
± ac ± ·
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We prove also, "that the wave-operators

W_+ (H,H.,J = lim
t~+oo

W± .7' *= .,;
±.

·r
a

and so the wave-operators are complete. Here Ha is the operator

• A 2ex. 2 ( n)Ha = -u- TiT act1ng on D(Hn ) = H Rand Eex is its spectral measure.

L. Zsid6:

Spectral theory for one-parameter Groups.

Le X be a Banach space, T an "apropriate" .weak topology on X and

(Ut)tER a bounded T-continuous one-pararneter group of T-continuous

linear operators on X. There exists a T-ciosed linear operator B

in X, called the "analytic generator" of (Ut ), such that Ut = Bit

in the "Balakrishnan sense". A pair (x,y) belangs tb the graph

of B if and only if it ~ Utx has aT-regular extension on 0 ~ Ren< 1,

whose value in lis y.The spectrum of B is either ~ or it is included

in IR+.

Let 0<).<+00 . For xEX are equivalent:
1

1. XE ~ ~Bn and 1im I IBnx I In ~ ).;
n=1 n~

co

2. xE n J)Bn andIIBnxll.::).nllxllfor all n;
n=l

o for fELl (R), supp fC(ln).,+oo) where fes)

ff(t)eitsdt;

-it4. it ~ A. <Ut(x), ~> has a bounded regular extension on the right

half plane for all T-continuous linear forms ~ on x.
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Denote the set of all xEX, having the above properties, by X(~,A] .

Analogously define the subspaces X[A,-f-e»). For o<A1~A2'1+oo denote

X[A 1 ,A 2 ] X(0,A 2 ]nX[A 1 ,+OO). These sp~ctral subspaces determin~

uniquely (Ut ). B is the t-closure of Blo<A~<+OO X[A"A 2 ]·

For xEX(O,1] and xoEX are equivalent:

1 E
1 • T-lim

2E J Ut(x)dt x ·0'e E~OO -E

2. T-lim BE(x) = xo·
E.....OO

So, if X is a Banach algebra rith separately T-continous product,

Ut are automorphisms and (~E J Utdt) E>O c.onverges to a T-continuous

operator B
oo

, then X(O,1) is a-f-closed~balgebraof X and B
oo

is

multiplicative on X(O,1). An analogous statement holds for X[1,+~)

and the T-closure of X(O,1] + X[1,+oo)is X.

If X is a Hilbert space,T is the weak topology and Ut are unitary

then B is self-adjoint and positive. Moreover, Ut = Bit in the .

sense of Borel functional calculus.

An other important particular case is the following one: X is a

von Neumann algebra, T is the ultraweak topology and Ut are

*-automorphisms. The above results can. be applied· in this setting

for a treatment of Tomitals theory of standard von Neumann algebras.

Also a IInon-conunutativeli H
co

theory can be developed.
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